Appendix K
Commingling Codes

The commingling code (one-digit) identifies whether the FMP measures on-lease, off-lease, or commingled production. It is used on the FMP. Possible values are:

1—FMP measures on-lease, noncommingled production.
2—FMP measures off-lease, noncommingled production regardless of whether the FMP is operated by the same entity that operates the lease.
3—FMP measures commingled production with Other Sources - requires a PASR.
4—FMP measures commingled production without Other Sources - does not require a PASR.

Other Sources: A volume of oil and/or gas that is attributable to State lease production; production already measured for royalty determination prior to entering the facility; terminated/expired leases and units with remaining inventory; and flash gas from pipeline (retrograde) condensate (Exception: Discovery system). Other Sources volume is entered in whole units (bbl or Mcf) on the PASR.